
Buzz is located in a city, town or village somewhere in the world. To search, select “Guess Location“ then
select a Country, which will then list a region, state or province, then select a town or place and a search will 
tell you whether you have been successful. If you find where he is, you receive the Reward (the reward can 
only be received by players who have purchased additional searches) and the Donation.

The Reward
The reward is the amount as indicated at the time Buzz is found (this amount goes to the successful
finder of Buzz). The reward is only available to players who have purchased additional searches.

The Donation
The amount called the “ Donation “ (which also accumulates as each new player joins) will be made directly 
by Buzz Inck in the finders name to the finders nominated * Animal Welfare Organisation or Charity. The 
donation is available to both free game players and players who have purchased additional searches.
 *Refer to Terms and Conditions (T & C’s) selection on App

The Location
The location is randomly selected by a computer program and is locked and encrypted. The name of the loca-
tion is not known to any one other than the Auditor whom has the encrypted record available to check and 
verify that security has not been breached and that a correct selection has been made *legitimately
at the time Buzz has been found.
 *Refer to Terms and Conditions ( T & C’s ) selection on App

The Search
The free download allows the user one free selection (search) every 24 hours. To participate fully which 
includes the in app games which assist with locating Buzz and to qualify for both the Reward and Donation a 
user must purchase additional selections (more guesses) as indicated.

Having purchased additional selections (more guesses) the user may then locate the Compass and collect
the Telescope which when successfully completed will reveal the Country within which, the town (Buzz) is 
in. The In app challenges for the Compass & Telescope must be completed in order, first the compass
then the telescope.

The Compass
The compass is buried somewhere on the island and can only be located by following the directions given 
(number of paces in a direction, north, south, east or west). The starting point is selected by the player and 
the number of paces and directions must be followed. At the end of which if the correct starting point has 
been selected and all the paces have been stepped out the compass will reveal itself on the last step. If not,
the user has to try again.
Note: there is only one correct starting block which will lead to the compass being found.

The Telescope
The telescope is acquired by completing the dog catching the stick challenge. Sticks will appear from any side 
on the screen. Jump the dog and catch the stick. The player must have the dog catch the stick the number of 
times (as shown on screen) in succession without missing a catch. If this is achieved the telescope will appear.

The Compass & Telescope
When the compass and telescope have been acquired then a screen will reveal the “Country“ within which 
the town (Buzz) is in.
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